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- 2 central and 20 county (capital city) rescue team
- Vocational minimum standards and inner regulations
- 178 district level rescue team
- 1100 municipal rescue team mainly for flood rescue
- More than 20,000 people countrywide
- Reclassification every 5 years
Specialties of the National Classification System

Based on the 13/2013. mandate of the national director general about the minimum standards of the National Classification System:

- **Basic flood rescue**
- Urban Search & Rescue (USAR), technical rescue
- Search with dogs
- Diving
- Command & Control, logistics
- Rope rescue
- Water rescue
The Process of the National Classification
(Concept from 2012)

1. Voluntary rescue organization
2. Professional umbrella organization
3. Regional civil protection organization
4. Organizational and operational guidelines (fulfillment of check list)
5. Kits, equipment
6. Well-regulated legal background
7. Portfolio
8. System integration exercise
9. Rescue certificate
10. Training
11. Demo Exercise
12. Preparation
Voluntary Skill and Taking care of Yourself

- **Multiplication of forces** by involving volunteers;
- Based on the local risk factors;
- Special knowledge and skills;
- Special equipment;
- Team members prepared for the work with the national authorities;
- **Local citizens with knowledge of the area**
Multiplication of forces

20200 Pax
Official deployment of the volunteer rescue teams in the first 5 year cycle
The process of reclassification

- 11 county team have already been reclassified
- Based on the experience we reviewed and rewritten the 4/2013. mandate of the national director general about the regulations of classification exercises →
- **NEW inner regulation: 18/2018.** provision of the national director general about the Regulation of the National Classification System exercises and the appointment of classifiers
- Continuous revision of regulations
- **Creation of value through the exercises**
A gáttest helyreállítás és füvesítés után.

Szebény, 2017. március 23. – Helyszíni szemle
Nagyméretű fa veszélyeztette a villanyvezetéket, a belterületi vízelvezetőt – eltávolíttattuk.

Dunaszekcső, Lánka patak 2017. augusztus 10. – TMCS gyakorlat
Ároktisztítás

Dunaszekcső, Halena-völgy, 2017. február 17. – Helyszíni szemle
Iszapelöntés eltakarítás.
Experience gathered through classification exercises – general aspects

• **Enthusiastic people**
• **The will do something**
• Well prepared to do their tasks. After the interventions in the last 5 years, they are more prepared than they were at the time of their first classification.

• There is a need for a separate regulation for the classification of smaller teams
• **Solidarity**
Experience gathered through classification exercises – economic aspects

- When looking at the costs of an exercise, costs related to sustenance are the most significant.
- The shortening of the 36 hours long exercises would result in much lower costs, the shortening is also vocationally justified.
- The extra money can be rearranged for other value creating exercises.
Experience gathered through classification exercises – participation of profit oriented organizations

- Profit oriented organization take their share from the practical tasks of an exercise *in large numbers, well equipped and in a well organized way.*

- Their presence and work is crucial, *they are role models in well organized, structured work.*

- They also possess the necessary *equipment and tools* for the job.
The changes in the regulations for classification exercises according to the 18/2018. provision of the national director general I.

- The timeframe of the exercise decreases *megyei from 36 to 24 hours in case of county rescue teams, and from 24 to 8 hours in case of municipal rescue teams.*
- District rescue teams are managed locally.
- For district/municipal rescue teams the regulations will be easier, they won’t have to adhere to some (eg. introduction of a portfolio).
- They no longer have to do an formation and a pre-classification exercise.
The changes in the regulations for classification exercises according to the 18/2018. provision of the national director general II.

- Between the five year cycles of national reclassification exercises, we provide training for county level teams each year, except when they have been deployed that year, every 3 years for district and municipal teams, except if they had been deployed in that or the previous year.

- The certificate can only be issued by the national director general for disaster management.
Thank you for your attention!